Downhole workshop activities

- Service of various downhole equipment (Packers, On/Off tools, safety joints, Sliding Sleeves, etc.)
- Checking the compatibility of the completion material with the completion program provided by the client
- Assemble and torque up the completion items with pup joints to enable the rig to handle it and run it on the wells
- Install the accessories that might be required for the completion items
- Pressure testing the assembled completion items, for checking and verification of the assemblies before running them on the well

On site completion services

- Completion services include:
- Supply of experienced and qualified completion technician
- Supervise all types of completion
- Provide technical support with full supervision from our engineers for the rig in terms of completing the wells
- Some of the well completion types that we are capable of handling include:
  - Water and CO₂ injector wells
  - High pressure and high temperature wells
  - Oil and Gas wells